Introduction
The kinetic thrust of a linear motor (LM) is measured with a load cell connected between the LM and a load motor. The case of linear oscillatory actuator (LOA), the inertial force affects the load cell under the high-speed reciprocating motion of the LOA. Therefore, it is not possible to measure the kinetic thrust accurately. In this paper, we propose a method of kinetic thrust measurement using an observer-inputted output of the load cell and displacement.
Method of Kinetic Thrust Measurement
A model of the kinetic thrust measurement of a LOA is shown in Fig. 1 . In the method of kinetic thrust measurement of LM, output F L of a load cell is designated kinetic thrust F LOA of the LOA. However, it was not possible to measure F LOA accurately because the inertial force from the motion of the mover affects the load cell.
On the basis of the measurement method in Fig. 1 , the estimated value F e of kinetic thrust can be described as
where K L is the spring constant (N/m) of the load cell, M 1 is the mass (kg) of the LOA mover, the leaf spring, and the load cell, s is the Laplacian operator, C 1 is the damping constant (Ns/m) of the LOA, K s is the spring constant (N/m) of the leaf spring, x 2 is the 
Confirmation of Kinetic Thrust Estimation Method
We verified by both simulation and measurement that the proposed method for kinetic thrust measurement is appropriate. The measured maximum values of kinetic thrust vs. the frequency characteristics of LOA is shown in Fig. 2 . F e is constant at 26.5 N, and the ratio of F e to √ 2K f I 1 (K f is the thrust constant of the LOA (N/A), I 1 is the exciting current (A)) is 0.93 at frequency f = 37.3 Hz. The kinetic thrust becomes smaller than the static thrust because of the iron losses in the yokes of the LOA. Therefore, it is considered that the proposed method is appropriate.
Conclusion
We proposed a method of kinetic thrust accurate measurement. In addition, we verified by both simulation and measurement that the proposed method of kinetic thrust measurement is appropriate. Therefore, it is clear that we can measure kinetic thrust using the proposed method. For the high-precision measurement of kinetic thrust with an estimated error of F e of less than 1%, it is necessary for the leaf spring of the LOA to be light and to have a fixed spring constant. The kinetic thrust of a linear motor (LM) is measured with a load cell connected between the LM and a load motor. The case of linear oscillatory actuator (LOA), the kinetic thrust obtained using this method is not accurate, because the inertial force affects the load cell under the high-speed reciprocating motion of the LOA. In this paper, we propose a novel method of measuring kinetic thrust using an observer-inputted output of the load cell and the displacement of the load motor, and examine the proposed method. The estimated kinetic thrust F e obtained by the observer agrees with the kinetic thrust obtained by simulation. In the measurement, the ratio of F e to √ 2K f I 1 (K f is the thrust constant of the LOA, I 1 is the exciting current) is 0.93 at frequency f = 37.3 Hz. F e decreases with increasing frequency because of the eddy currents in the yokes of the LOA. Therefore, it is considered that the proposed method is appropriate, as ascertained by simulation and measurement. In addition, it is necessary for the leaf spring of the LOA to be light and to have a fixed spring constant for the high-precision measurement of kinetic thrust.
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